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\[ \text{\(J = 76\)} \]

\[
\text{\[Cm^9\quad Cm\quad Ab\quad Fm^7\quad Cm/D\quad Gsus^4\quad G\]}\]

1. This is the end, hold you breath and count to ten, feel the earth
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\[
\text{\[Cm\quad Ab\quad Fm^7\quad Cm\quad Ab\quad Fm^7\]}\]

is the end, move and then hear my heart burst again. For this
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\[
\text{\[Cm\quad Ab\quad Fm^7\quad Cm/D\quad Gsus^4\quad G\]}\]

move and then hear my heart burst again. For this
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\[
\text{\[Cm\quad Ab\quad F^7\quad Fm^7\quad Cm\quad Ab\quad F^7\quad Fm^7\]}\]

is the end, I've drowned and dreamt this moment, so overdue, I
owe them, swept away, I'm stolen. Let the sky fall when it crumbles, we will stand tall, face it all together, let the sky fall.

Sky fall is fall, at sky fall.
where we start, a thousand miles and poles a-part, where worlds collide and

days are dark you may have my number, you can take my name, but you'll never have my heart.

Let the sky fall when it crumbles, we will stand tall, face it all together, let the
let the sky fall when it crumbles, we will stand tall,

Where you go, what you see, I see, I know I'd never be me without the security of your loving arms keeping me from harm, put your hand in my hand and we'll stand.

Let the sky fall when it crumbles, we will stand tall.
sky fall when it crumbles, we will stand tall, face it all together, Let the sky fall.

fall let the sky fall, we will stand tall, at sky

fall.

Ooo.